
Corporations can no longer ignore social media.  Publics demand transparency 

and a connection with the companies in which they invest their time and money.  Social 

media is allowing these large corporations a chance to connect in two-way conversation 

with their customers and be interactive with their ever-changing consumer base.  Blogs 

and podcasts are fundamental sources of information because they provide inquiring 

publics with various areas of expertise to answer their question.  Professional podcasts 

and blogs post about aspects of social media and give many professionals ideas and tools 

to implement social media. The objective of this assignment is to determine what criteria 

professional blogs and podcasts should follow and to analyze various professional blogs 

and podcasts to see if they meet these criteria.  

A blog used as a professional source must follow strict criteria to be considered a 

legitimate source. The criteria set by this group were determined by close evaluation of 

multiple sources on successful professional blogging and are as follows: a blog must have 

effective mechanics, establish credibility, provide interaction, have relevant and regular 

posts and a user-friendly design. Efficient mechanics include allowing users to comment, 

not allowing spam and enabling RSS feeds.1 In order for anyone in the blogosphere to 

use your blog as a professional resource you must be credible by taking credit for what 

you say and citing the sources used in the post2.  Interaction is also key because it allows 

bloggers to engage their internet community through comments, trackbacks or pings and 

receive the fundamental feedback needed to be a credible blog3. Relevant and regular 
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postings have been shown to have a positive correlation with increased 

readership4.  Readers will not come back to your blog if posts are out of date and 

sporadically posted. Lastly, no one will visit your blog if they can not understand it, so a 

simple, easy-to-use design is critical.  

Like blogs, there are certain criteria that a podcast must meet in order to most 

effectively communicate with the desired public. The podcast must be easily accessible to 

the listener5 and include archived posts. The podcast should be in a common audio 

format that the largest number of listeners possible may attain. The podcast should also 

be focused, specific and not wander into different areas that may alienate your listeners6. 

Program notes and interview questions should be prepared in advance7. It is always 

important to involve outside sources on the podcast to incorporate new, fresh ideas, and 

people who have backgrounds in particular areas8. One must also be prepared when 

conducting an interview during a podcast because it makes the podcast sound more 

professional and keeps you from having to go back and make numerous edits.  Finally, 

the audience must know that the person hosting the podcast is credible so it is a good idea 

to incorporate the host’s biography and professional experiences on the page. 

The objective of the podcasts and blogs we analyzed is to keep PR professionals 

and social media specialists up to date with the latest news and tools in the social media 

world. Davefleet.com’s author establishes credibility by showing his marketing and 

media history, linking all sources and noting that he is not speaking on behalf of his 
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company. The site allows interaction through user-friendly comments and re-tweet 

features on every post.  Mr. Fleet posts about every three days with relevant information 

regarding new social media tools. In the comments policy, all of the sites mechanics are 

addressed; including the regulation of comments, spam and trackbacks.  The Marketing 

Edge podcast shows its audience how to use new technologies through 

demonstrations.  Anyone could easily navigate this site to listen to the various podcasts, 

read the program notes or just hear about new aspects of social media.  People trust this 

podcast because of the credible, entertaining host Albert Maruggi, the professional 

outside sources used during interviews and the commenting and linking.   

Blogs and podcasts must relate to the audience. This relationship is of high value 

because the viewers keep social media successful. Consistency of posts and proper 

upkeep strengthen the reader bond and blogger engagement as we learned with PR Junkie, 

when they posted the Kanye West and Taylor Swift VMA incident almost immediately 

for viewers. *** The criteria that make a blog and podcast successful, as we discussed; 

interaction, credibility, easy access, regular posting, information, easy listening, 

availability, focus, interesting interviews and outside sources; are all qualities directed at 

the audience in control of how successful the blog or podcast will be.  On 

talksocialnews.com, the criteria is matched as they discuss twitter and firefox in easily 

understandable format in order to appeal to all audiences, including non-users. ***   

On Web-Strategist.com visitors can interact with Jerimiah via four other networking 

site, RSS feed, an e-newsletter and comments. The ‘About’ section boasts Jerimiah’s 

employment history in social media, links to news stories mentioning him, Forrester 



research he’s completed and his published work. The site is easy to use, but some posts 

were overwhelming with many links. Jerimiah’s daily posts focus on specific web 

strategies and displayed acceptable mechanics like other blogs our group analyzed. On 

the Marketing Over Coffee podcast, listeners can access content through iTunes, RSS and 

GRead. The helpful program notes are visible on the main page with highlighted times 

that include links to supportive materials to maintain credibility. The clearly-recorded 

program is focused on marketing, but dynamically incorporates guests and outside 

sources. 

NewsfromtheHerd.com and the podcast PR Camp effectively demonstrate the 

necessary elements to qualify as professional information resources. 

NewsfromtheHerd.com has the mechanisms for interactivity such as user comments, 

social book marking sites, facebook and twitter. The blog provides a variety of links to 

other sources the reader may find valuable, which help to establish credibility by 

supporting their content with evidence and research. Both the blog and podcast have a 

simplistic interface and design with appropriate mechanics like QuickTime, RSS feeds 

and links. While NewsfromtheHerd.com has consistent posts, PR Camp does not have 

regularly updated content, but there are a wealth of alternative resources on the site for 

the user.  

The blog pr-squared.com encorporates many of the professional criteria we have laid 

out. The blog is on a clean, neatly formatted page with easily accessible archives. The 

postings on the blog were both relevant and regular and the author establishes credibility 

with links to a biography page. The podcast Marketing Voices boasts many of the criteria 



of a professional podcast. The host, Jennifer Jones, establishes credibility by providing 

links to her biography. The podcasts are easily accessible via the main page and an 

archive page. The audio for the podcast is of good quality and sounds very professional. 

Jennifer Jones invites interviews various guests on the podcast every week so the listener 

gets fresh perspectives. 

The blogs and podcasts our group examined demonstrated many positive 

characteristics. PR-squared.com promotes interaction between the writer and readers, 

allowing feedback in a comment section. News from The Herd establishes credibility by 

supporting all of their statements with factual evidence, research, graphs, statistics and 

links back to relevant sources. PRjunkie is another blog that contains simplistic design in 

which the information is made easy for any audience to navigate. Davefleet.com for 

example, posts about every 3 days with posts that are relevant to today’s media and 

marketing world. All of our assigned podcasts are easily accessible with archived posts 

and three have program notes accompanying the posts. They stay on topic with cohesive 

sounds and host personalities. We found hosts with relevant bios on their sites to be 

credible, but TalkSocialNews.com provided no information on who they are, so we found 

no reason to believe their claims. Some podcasts lost points for not incorporating guests 

or links. We didn’t find PRcamp.com to be as insightful as others in regularly linking 

supportive materials or differing viewpoints. 

With the increasing use of social media, corporations not only need a thorough 

understanding of the essential elements of this new media, but also what to avoid before 

they engage in conversations with their consumers through these mediums. They must 



always be purposeful, intentional and avoid content not specific to their audience because 

consumers today have the resources to avoid messages completely9.Consumers will 

always crave sources that establish credibility and reliability10. With the example of the 

blog PR Junkie and podcast Talk Social News, the content was interesting, but the both 

lacked the resources available to confirm the information displayed. Professional 

corporate communicators should also avoid content that is not easily accessible for the 

audience11. With the example of PRcamp.net, Kathe Stanton offers great advice and 

information but some of the content does not download quickly. In this age of technology, 

consumers need immediate access to information, so effectiveness in retrieving content is 

necessary. 

It is clear that social media, including blogs and podcasts, has advanced beyond just a 

societal trend, and corporations are beginning to see it as an integral tool for 

communication. If utilized properly, corporate communicators can use it to open up 

honest conversations with their publics and cultivate participation, collaboration and 

engagement. These strategic conversations will not only help further direct the 

corporation’s goals and mission, but also allow them to foster positive, meaningful, and 

dynamic relationships with their consumers. 
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